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Overview
Offshore wind power (OSW) plays a key role within the UK strategy for a transition towards a low-carbon economy,
offering vast potential for establishing a high-tech manufacturing industry. Previous experiences in the onshore
sector (OWP) suggest the UK might fail in fully capturing these macroeconomic benefits. In this work, we
investigate the history of UK renewable policies, comparing its national strategy to those of other major OSW-export
countries. In the UK, the adoption of this technology is driven by three main objectives: lowering the overall carbon
emissions of the country, increasing energy security through the exploitation of a domestic resource, and providing
new manufacturing jobs (Dawley et al. 2015; HM Government 2013; McNeil et al. 2013; The Scottish Government
2010; The Scottish Government 2011). Although the first two objectives can be achieved by simply increasing the
installed capacity and the electricity output produced using OSW and other renewables, the third objective depends
on ‘where’ the supply chain of OSW is located. Understanding the economic impact of OSW is one of the major
focuses in the recent stream of literature in the UK and its sub-regions, particularly Scotland, where most of the
OSW potential is located.

Methods
Our work utilizes two approaches. First, we present a historic policy analysis based on recent literature, to identify
the major characteristics of the OSW industry and support policies in the UK in relation to both the OWP sector (as
a ‘close’ sector, see e.g. Gernaat et al., 2014), and other major European OSW exporters (Germany, Spain, and
Denmark). Second, we utilize existing deployment projections for OSW, and the unstable character of past UK
energy support policies to inform the UKENVI General Equilibrium Model (CGE) for performing a series of
experiments (Allan et al., 2007; Lecca et al., 2014; Lecca et al., 2017). Under myopic expectations, consumption is
simply determined as a fixed share of current income while investments follow a simple adjustment rule, according
to which the additional level of investment is determined by the gap between the desired level of capital and the
actual level of capital. This is a typical accelerator model developed originally by Jorgenson (1963) and consistent
with the capital adjustment rules of Uzawa (1969). Capital stock is immobile across sectors, and updated at each new
period through investments adjusted for depreciation. Equilibrium in the commodity markets is sufficient to
guarantee equilibrium also in the payments account, since we are not considering money as a commodity. As for the
capital market, capital demand equals the capital stock, and the labour market is balanced through endogenous
changes in the unemployment rates. The model calibration employs the data derived from the UK Social Accounting
Matrix for the year 2010 (Lecca et al., 2017). These scenario experments include: a baseline, which relies on
previous estimates and foresee limited local content; a ‘contamination’ scenario, where the UK content reaches the
same levels of OWP; and a ‘non-myopic’ scenario, where investors expect governmental support to decrease or
disappear, replicating a common path of past renewable policies.

Results
From the our historic policy analysis, we identify the UK as a foreign
direct investment (FDI)-oriented country. The country’s policies,
which focus on sustaianing deployment of OSW rather than the
development of a national supply-chain, combined with a vast
endowment of OSW resources, have attracted several foreign-based
investors. This strategy contrasts with the strategies implemented by
the other comparable countries. Further, these policies may hamper
the efforts to fulfil national and devolved objectives in terms of job
creation and economic growth in conjunction with low-carbon
transtition. Our simulations show several interesting results. The
‘contamination’ scenario results are shown in Figure 6. The nonmyopic’ scenario show that the unstable character of UK policies for
supporting OSW can greatly reduce the economic benefits of OSW
deployments (Figure 7).

Conclusions
UK renewable energy policies have been crafted to include the creation of a strong, UK-based manufacturing supplychain capable of supporting highly paid manufacturing jobs. In our work, we attempt to show that policies aimed at
supporting a specific renewable energy, OSW, and whose expectation is to generate widespread and positive
macroeconomic impacts, might fail to achieve this objective under certain circumstances. Specifically, we consider
two important factors influencing these macroeconomic outcomes: i) the extent to which the local supply chain is
developed enough to satisfy the additional increase in demand of OSW; and ii) the response of economic agents
under the uncertainty associated to governmental support. Both these factors are influenced by the changes and
uncertainties of past policies, or whose effects are powerful enough to establish a multi-sectoral influence (.
Furthermore, the overall ability of governments to reduce the uncertainty linked to the support policies is necessary
to guarantee significant and continuous macroeconomic benefits. Past experiences can influence agents’ decisions,
and history shows that uncertainty, rather than stable support, is a major actor in undermining investments in
renewables (Lewis and Wiser, 2007; Ćetković and Buzogány, 2016).
Our modelling exercise suggests that the magnitude of the impact significantly increases with improvement in the
local content. This difference represents the benefits of expanding the UK-based supply chain, possibly at the
expense of foreign suppliers. In the model, we assumed that local content would rise to levels like those of a related
and more mature sector, OWP. We have found that uncertainty can jeopardize any potential expansion of the local
supply chain. Essentially, our results suggest that the behaviour of economic agents in relation to the uncertainty
associated to the support scheme could be even more important than any short-term industrial policy supporting the
expansion of a UK-based supply chain. We have tried to mimic such a behaviour assuming forward-looking agents
in a context of temporary government support of OSW in contrast to myopic agents. Two lessons can be learned by
our analysis. Firstly, the ‘prize’ for increasing local content can be substantial, although, in the context of the UK, an
historic lack of direct industry-related interventions, and especially a lack of policies to support export-oriented
advanced manufacturing, suggest these ‘local content premiums’ might not be attained in the short term, even after
the Brexit vote, due to a lack of actor-firms capable of seizing this opportunity. Secondly, the historic uncertainty of
renewable energy support policies in the UK bears a high cost in terms of reduced macroeconomic benefits. In this
sense, linking the implementation of renewable energy to more than one policy domain (emission reduction and
economic development) has the potential to stabilize the policy landscape, and to generate confidence in investors
(Graziano et al., 2016).
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